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FRATERNITY, 1971

A KALEIDOSCOPIC INTERPRETATION OF THE HOUSTON CONVENTION

Caroline Keefe
Secretary-Treasurer of the Northeast Province of Pi Kappa Delta
West Chester State College, Pennsylvania

Late in March they came to a city called Houston, setting down in giant planes on wide, arid runways, spilling from buses with the smell of brownies grown stale in the night. From cars and trains they came across the blue mountains and the rivers slowed by the sludge belched out by many trolls. With them they carried steel boxes and words of beauty and justice and garments open to the sun.

They massed together in a great hall ruled by a big, gentle man with a deep voice and a paper crown. He listened to them and made them laugh and together they passed laws. When they had nothing to do, they played word games about rules and made plans no one really wanted to approve or carry out. But he smiled and not a man raised a fist in his face or shouted that he had invented the rules. There were some who watching him wanted to be kings or princes or lords or ministers of the wardrobe, and they worked and waited, a few counting years and measuring smiles.

All day long and into the night they walked around on a large tract of land and carried in their aching arms their boxes of steel with cards empty and full. Often they stopped to speak about their world as it is and as they would like it to be. There were mentors who scratched numbers on many papers until at last they gave round golden discs to those whose words sent warriors into the assemblies of men or called up the moonlight across the frozen lake.

Every dawn they huddled together under yellow and blue paint, jostling on the awakening roadways, past the new-born concrete and glass suffocating in a shroud of low-slung cloud. And as they returned, weighted down by the hours, some stared at the blazing concrete and glass and wondered if ever again they would see the stars.

There were those who through the smoke of many pipes watched gingham swirl in rick-rack and lace. They remembered other times on other tracts when five nights enclosed a lifetime of wisteria and her warm face. Some touching in the shadow of the great castle dared not count beyond the five when once again the unclasped hand would rest on ice.

And so they left vowing to meet one day on an unknown clime and walk and ride and speak and smile and win and lose and love and connive and call each other brothers.

THE ART OF PERSUASION

BEAUTIFUL AND JUST

CONVENTION STATISTICS

A record 38 states were represented at the 27th biennial. There were 167 chapters present. Attendance was estimated at 900 — including students and faculty.
The President’s Message

This final President’s Page is done with mixed emotions. I shall miss the challenge of leadership but there is a certain amount of relief realizing that Pi Kappa Delta has survived my two years as its chief officer. It is comforting also to know the National Convention chose the leaders well for the next biennium. As I say good-bye my thanks go to all Council members, Governors and other members of Pi Kappa Delta that made this such an enjoyable experience.

As you read this many will be graduating from their respective colleges, to those and others that attended the Houston Convention, I offer my congratulations. Never have I seen 1,000 young men and women from some thirty eight states conduct themselves with such decorum. So many disrespectful things have been said about our young college students of today I would like to congratulate our student members for a job well done.

It is time to say thanks to Gil Rau for the very fine job he has done as editor of the Forensic and my thanks to Georgia Bowman for her willingness to accept the editorship for the next four years. To Ted Karl, for all Pi Kappa Delta, I say thanks for a devotion to our fraternity seldom equalled. I shall look forward to joining him as one of the “Beards”! Finally, my thanks to Edna Sorber for her work with the Contest Committee.

The University of Houston was an outstanding host thanks to the organization ability of Bill English and Martha Haun. It is nice to have friends like these two. All arrangements were made with great dispatch and efficiency. It was fun visiting Houston.

As I write this page for the last time, I cannot resist the urge to offer a challenge to the new Council. It is time to take a long, hard look at Pi Kappa Delta to see what direction we should be headed. It is a changing world with new ideas, we should be sure that our goals are attuned to the times. Pi Kappa Delta is the finest of the forensic fraternities, let’s keep it that way.

Finally, to the graduating members of Pi Kappa Delta, may your life be filled with success. To the returning members of the fraternity, have a profitable summer and return next fall prepared to take part in the Province Conventions next spring. My thanks to all for the honor you have bestowed on me. I shall be forever grateful.

The Art of Persuasion
Beautiful and Just
Memorial Service
Conducted by Dr. Georgia Bowman, Past President

To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven: a time to be born, and a time to die . . . a time to break down, and a time to build up; a time to weep, and a time to laugh . . . a time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak.

— From the book of Ecclesiastes.

Like a violin, my friends
With time grow dear and sweet;
It takes the test of many years
To make companionship complete.

And oh, the overtones of sorrow
That creep in with the years
Only make the friendship richer
With their bitter gold of tears.*

At this open session, it is our custom to remember briefly those friends who have left our ranks since the last Convention. This year we think of three forensic directors and a student.

"Like a Violin," by Victoria Adelaide Harvey

One of the first judges I had in college debate was a short, stocky, intense man who struck fear into the heart of this 16-year-old college freshman. But I soon learned that while his criticism might be severe, it was always fair and honest and always designed to help us become better debaters. That man was Forrest Rose.

A graduate of Ohio Wesleyan University, with a Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin, he first coached at Park College in Missouri and then at Kansas Wesleyan. Thereafter, the rest of his long career was spent at Southeast Missouri State College. He earned an important place in the speech area, in the world of forensics, and especially in Pi Kappa Delta. For ten years a member of the National Council, he was national president from 1938 to 1940. Even after he became academic dean at Southeast Missouri and was no longer actively coaching, he rarely missed a Pi Kappa Delta convention. He came just because he was interested, and frequently because he was asked to serve as parliamentarian. And a superb parliamentarian he was, citing rule, page and paragraph of Robert's Rules of Order without opening the book. He was official parliamentarian of the Missouri State Teachers Association for almost a quarter of a century.

At the last Pi Kappa Delta convention, he was in poor health, but he refused to give in to pain and persisted in trudging from round to round on his judging assignments. He died Dec. 20, 1969, just three days before his seventieth birthday, following brief hospitalization.

Dr. Fred Goodwin, his successor as forensics director at Southeast Missouri, characterized him well when he said, "Forrest Rose insisted on quality. He was intolerant of ineptness. He lived by an intelligent, sensitive philosophy. He was scrupulously honest."

Forrest Rose had largely fulfilled his obligations to his fellow man. Dale Stockton had not. He was only at the brilliant beginning of what should have been a soaring career.

Only a few years ago at a tournament in Kansas, I judged a team from Oklahoma State University that was outstanding. I
am not given to handing out freely ratings of 30 in the AFA Form C ballot, but in the second speaker I could find no fault. Swift in his thinking, incisive in his arguments, effective in delivery, courteous to his opponents — that was Dale Stockton.

An ordained Methodist minister with a bachelor’s degree in speech, a master’s in sociology, and a degree in theology. Dale had begun work on a doctorate in speech while serving as forensics director at Oklahoma State. On March 13, 1970, he was found dead in his hotel room in Dallas, the victim of robbery and homicide. He had given a speech at a convention and was on his way to join his debaters at a tournament at Texas Christian University.

Dr. Fred Tewell, his department head, said of him, “He was the finest debater I ever coached, a most stimulating student, and the brightest and most innovative young man to join our staff during my tenure at OSU.”

Like Dale Stockton, Frank Nelson was at the beginning of his professional career. The son of Dr. Ted Nelson, past national president of Pi Kappa Delta, Frank was an undergraduate debater and orator at St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minnesota. His graduate work at Northwestern University led to his becoming forensics coach there for several years, and none of us needs to be reminded of the high success of teams he directed.

As he was finishing his doctoral dissertation, he moved from Northwestern to Florida as forensics director at Miami, and then to San Fernando State in California, where he was coaching at the time of his death October 12, 1970. To Dr. and Mrs. Nelson, his parents, who are here this evening, Pi Kappa Delta reaches out in sympathy and friendship.

A loss has touched another Minnesota chapter this year, and again the life was one of youth and promise. Just after Christmas, teams from Macalester College and the University of Wyoming were traveling together in a college bus on the way to a tournament in California. A highway accident took the life of a Wyoming debater and of a Macalester Pi Kappa Delta member, Brent Williams. Brent was a sophomore who had been a state high school champion debater. His record last year and earlier this year was outstanding, and his future had seemed to shine bright and far ahead. His absence leaves this tournament the poorer.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, who is little quoted of late, once wrote: “The compensations of calamity are made apparent to the understanding after long intervals of time. A fever, a mutilation, a cruel disappointment, a loss of wealth, a loss of friends, seems at the moment unpaid loss, and unpayable. The death of a dear friend, which seemed nothing but privation, somewhat later assumes the aspect of a guide or genius; for it commonly operates revolutions in our way of life, terminating an epoch of infancy or of youth which was waiting to be closed, and allowing the formation of a new one more friendly to the growth of character.”

Thinking of these words as we enter into this week of competition, we terminate that epoch which must be closed, but let us remember these four friends, and try ourselves to emulate their standards of performance and character.
Minutes of the First Business Meeting

The 27th Biennial Convention of Pi Kappa Delta was called to order by President H. Francis Short at 8:10 p.m., March 22, 1971 in Cullen Auditorium on the University of Houston campus. Following the pledge to the flag, led by John Cliff, the invocation was given by Thomas Willett of William Jewell College.

Past-President Georgia Bowman of William Jewell College conducted a memorial service for Forrest Rose, Dale Stockton, Frank Nelson, and Brent Williams. A copy of the tribute appears later in the minutes.

Roll of chapters was called and 145 responded. Late registrants brought the total number of chapters attending the convention to 167, including two which are not listed in the official convention registration but did attend part of the convention – Henderson State Teachers College and Kansas Wesleyan University.

The delegates were welcomed to Houston by Lee Tucker representing the Mayor of Houston. Dr. Wayne Thompson, Chairman of the University of Houston Speech Department, welcomed the convention to the campus.

Announcements were given by President Short, student members of the Council Karen Marshall and John Cliff, Mike Melton, chairman of recreational activities, and Theodore Karl, Convention Chairman. Edna Sorber, Contest Chairman, announced the proposition for the first round of extemporaneous debate to be held the next morning.

Fred Goodwin, Chairman of the Charter and Standards Committee, and President Short presented charters to seventeen chapters including two alumni chapters.

Fifteen new local chapters received charters:

- Idaho Epsilon at Boise State College, Boise, Idaho
- Minnesota Nu at Bethel College, St. Paul, Minnesota
- Tennessee Kappa at Tennessee State University, Nashville, Tennessee
- Pennsylvania Mu at Thiel College, Greenville, Pennsylvania
- Minnesota Xi at Winona State College, Winona, Minnesota
- Maryland Beta at Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Maryland
- Louisiana Theta at Northeast Louisiana State College, Monroe, Louisiana
- Georgia Delta at Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, Georgia
- New Jersey Alpha at Monmouth College, West Long Branch, New Jersey
- Connecticut Gamma at Central Connecticut State College, New Britain, Connecticut
- Michigan Mu at Adrian College, Adrian, Michigan
- Texas Alpha Epsilon at Angelo State University, San Angelo, Texas
- Massachusetts Beta at Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, Massachusetts
- New Jersey Beta at Newark College of Engineering, Newark, New Jersey
- Massachusetts Gamma at Tufts University, Boston, Massachusetts
Two new alumni chapters were chartered:

Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, Illinois
Augustana College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

The meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m.

Minutes of the Second Business Meeting

The meeting was called to order at 3:50 p.m. on Wednesday, March 24, 1971 in Cullen Auditorium by President Short. Theodore Nelson, Chairman of the Nominating Committee explained the voting procedures to be followed in electing the President, Vice-President, Editor and Secretary-Treasurer. The election was held with the calling of the roll.

The Convention Speaker, former United States Senator Ralph Yarborough, was introduced by William English. He addressed the delegates on the subject, “State Prayer and the Freedom of Expression: The Governments Proposed Commandment.”

The Secretary-Treasurer presented a brief oral report indicating that the financial status of the organization was satisfactory and could remain so with continuing growth of chapters. The increase in the number of members qualifying by participation in individual events was noted and the decrease in number qualifying by debate was related to the current trend of debate programs which fail to foster opportunities for a large number of debaters.

James Grissinger, Chairman of the Constitution Revision Committee, introduced the only change in the Constitution, that Article IV, Division C, Paragraph 6 be amended by striking the last sentence and inserting the following: “No combination of degrees in different orders to obtain a higher degree than is held in either order shall be permitted.” The amendment was passed. This was not a change but a clarification of the procedure which has been followed in advancing members.

John Burt moved that the Memorial Service remarks presented on Monday evening be included in the minutes. Motion seconded and carried.

The Chairman of the Nominating Committee reported on the election held earlier in the afternoon. Fred Goodwin of Southeast Missouri State College was elected President of Pi Kappa Delta for the two year term 1971-1973. James Grissinger was elected Vice-President. Larry Norton was approved as Secretary-Treasurer for a two year term. Georgia Bowman was approved as Editor for a term of four years. The Chairman of the Committee, Theodore Nelson explained the procedures as stated in the Constitution for election of Council Members on Thursday. A list of seven nominees was presented by the Committee: John Baird, California State College at Hayward; William B. English, University of Houston; Seth C. Hawkins, Southern Connecticut State College; L. A. Lawrence, Montana State University; Fred Phelps, Morningside College; Edna Sorber, Wisconsin State University at Whitewater; Evan Ulrey, Harding College. There were no nominations from the floor. The motion to close nominations was made, seconded and carried. Biographies of the nominees will appear in the KEY.

The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.

Minutes of the Third Business Meeting

The meeting was called to order by President Short at 10:40 a.m. Thursday. Theodore Nelson called attention to the fact that the Constitution provides that, if more than five candidates are on the ballot for Council, a second ballot is necessary which includes the five highest candidates on the basis of the first ballot. Roll was taken and ballots were distributed for the Council election.

President Short recognized E. R. Minchew, Governor of the Province of the Lower Mississippi for words of welcome from the host Province. Gil Rau, Editor of the Forensic, reported on the work of his office and extended best wishes to the newly elected Editor, Georgia Bowman. L. A. Lawrence, Province Coordinator, reported on his work with the Province officers over the past two years and urged the Provinces to designate the Province Lieutenant Governor as the Governor-elect.
and that the Lieutenant Governor be named to serve as chapter Coordinator in the Province. D. J. Nabors, Historian, encouraged chapters to send information every week to his office at East Central State College, Ada, Oklahoma. He introduced the oldest Past-President in attendance at the Convention, W. H. Veatch of Whitman College.

Following the presentation of the reports, a motion was introduced by the Linfield Chapter that all officers reports be written and copies made available to the Chapters. The motion was seconded. John Burt of Illinois Wesleyan University moved to postpone the motion indefinitely. Motion was seconded and carried.

William deMougeot moved that “the National Council plan the next convention to include only three rounds of individual events. Motion seconded. Following a motion to amend by adding the word “debate”, the delegate from East Stroudsburg moved to table the motion. The motion was seconded and carried.

The Chairman declared that the second ballot for election of Council members would be held at the office of the Secretary-Treasurer on Friday morning from 7-8:30.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

Minutes of the Fourth Business Meeting

The meeting was called to order by President Short at 3:00 p.m. Friday, March 26, 1971. Roll was called by the Secretary.

Fred Goodwin reported for the Charter and Standards Committee as follows:

Those present at the opening business meeting of this 27th National Convention and Tournament witnessed charter presentations to 17 new chapters. The Charter and Standards Committee feels this sizeable group of new affiliates reflects sound growth and continuing interest in Pi Kappa Delta across the country. We especially wish to commend exceptional growth in the Province of the Northeast which accounted for seven of the new groups.

The Constitution of Pi Kappa Delta provides: “Any chapter failing to have a delegate at the first National Convention after the granting of its charter, or any chapter failing to have a delegate at two consecutive National Conventions, shall be placed on probation.” Under this constitutional provision the committee recommends that the following schools be placed on probation:

1. State College of Arkansas
2. McKendree College
3. Western Illinois University
4. Principia College
5. Olivet Nazarene
6. Franklin College
7. University of Dubuque
8. Wartburg College
9. Bethany College
10. Georgetown College
11. Centenary College
12. University of Maine
13. Kalamazoo College
14. St. Mary's College
15. Ithaca College
16. Maryville College
17. Middle Tennessee State University
18. Hardin-Simmons University
19. Texas Lutheran College
20. Wisconsin State University at Platteville
21. State University of New York at Brockport
22. Northwestern College
23. Sacramento State College
24. Stanislaus State College
25. Wisconsin State College at La Crosse
26. Lock Haven State College
27. Mayville State College
28. Northern Illinois University
The Charter and Standards Committee further recommends that the following chapters by virtue of attendance at this convention be removed from probation:

1. Monmouth College
2. Carroll College of Montana
3. Nebraska Wesleyan University
4. Southeastern Louisiana State Uni.
5. Delta State College
6. University of Dayton
7. Oklahoma Baptist University
8. Appalachian State College

The Committee recommends that the following schools now on probation be continued on probation:

1. Ouachita Baptist University
2. University of Redlands
3. California Institute of Technology
4. Chico State College
5. California State Polytechnic Institute
6. Tabor College
7. Detroit Institute of Technology
8. Southwestern Oklahoma State Col.
9. Tennessee Wesleyan University
10. Texas A. and M. University
11. U.C.L.A.
12. California State at L.A.
13. Baker University
14. University of Southern Mississippi

Finally, after careful consideration, personal contacts with forensic and administrative personnel, and conference with the appropriate province officers, the Charter and Standards Committee recommends that the following charters be revoked:

1. Illinois State University
2. Abilene Christian College
3. East Tennessee State University
4. Lenoir Rhyne College
5. University of Montevallo
6. Findlay College
7. Centre College

The Chairman wishes to express his appreciation to the members of the committee:

Respectfully submitted,
Fred B. Goodwin, Chairman
Roger Hufford
Donald Cameron
E. R. Minchew
Bill Robertz

Michael Minchew, Chairman of the Resolutions Committee, presented the following report:

Whereas, the 27th Biennial National Convention of Pi Kappa Delta has been assembled on the campus of the University of Houston, Houston, Texas during the period of March 22-26, 1971, and

Whereas, the success of any convention depends upon the cooperative efforts of many individuals.

Therefore be it Resolved, That this Convention of Pi Kappa Delta express its sincere appreciation and thanks:

To the City of Houston, Texas through its Administrative Assistant Lee Tucker for their hospitality.

To President Philip G. Hoffman and the administration of the University of Houston for hosting the convention.

To Dr. Wayne Thompson and the entire Speech Department and a special thanks to Dr. Theodore O. H. Karl, Dr. William B. English, and Mrs. Martha Haun who all contributed to the organization and administration of the Convention.

To the Texas Omicron Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta and all other students of the University of Houston who have actively engaged in making this convention a pleasant experience.

To President H. Francis Short and the entire National Council for their dedication in making the convention a success.

To Contest Chairman Edna Sorber and her staff for the administration of all contests.

To Professor Larry Norton, Secretary-Treasurer of Pi Kappa Delta for his many hours of work in the varied details of record keeping.

To Professor Gil Rau, Editor of The FORENSIC, and his staff for their fine efforts in the publication of The FORENSIC and of the KEY.
To the Province Governors, and especially, the host Province, the Province of the Lower Mississippi, and the Publicity Committee for all their efforts in making this one of the largest conventions in the history of Pi Kappa Delta.

To Karen Marshall and John Cliff for their significant contributions to the Convention.

To Mr. Ralph Yarborough for his remarks to the Convention.

And, be it Further Resolved, That there shall be four divisions in debate: (1) Experimental, (2) Championship (cross-X), (3) Championship Standard, with 50% minimum won-loss, 6 tournaments, at least one quarter-finalist, and (4) Standard.

And, be it further Resolved, That the Championship Cross-X and Championship Standard divisions have elimination rounds.

Respectfully submitted,
Michael B. Minchew, Chairman
Mississippi St. Col. for Women
Rochelle D. Solomon
Youngstown State University

The request by William deMougeot that the report be divided was granted. That part of the report with the exception of the last two paragraphs was carried. After some discussion of the topics of “four divisions of debate”, “hidden rounds”, “a new topic for each round or for every two rounds”, the motion was made to refer to the Contest Committee for further study. The motion was carried.

Ted Johnson, Chairman of the Evaluation Committee, presented the report of this Committee:

I am indebted to Jim Brennicker, the student representative of this committee, and professors Hazel Scott and John Mendiola for their aid in bringing together the materials for this report.

The first part of this report evaluates the overall planning and organization of the convention. The nature of the general planning materials submitted to the council, the housing and recreational facilities, the format of the convention, the scheduling of the time for the convention, the scheduling of tours and the contests are specific items referred to in the first part of this report.

The second section of the report evaluates the formal events of the convention. Evaluations of student meetings, judging assignments and speaking contests are the main items covered in the second part of this report.

The third section of this report extracts from the materials presented in the first two sections of the report a number of points constituting what is considered to be some aspects of the basic problem of the convention.

Part I
A. GENERAL PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION

The general level of planning that took place between the University of Houston and the National Council was very comprehensive and very well organized. The format for these plans should be used as a guide for future negotiations between the National Council and host institution. The format of the plans and the high quality of the materials presented constituted an adequate base from which more detailed planning could have been done.

Despite the commendable organization and relative completeness of the general plans for this convention, the convention can be criticized for continuing one of the main weaknesses of the 1969 convention which the 1969 Evaluation and Invitation committees attempted to correct in their respective reports. The 1969 Evaluation Committee in its report stated:

It is felt that housing and dining facilities should be within easy walking distance of convention and tournament meeting rooms. To take a bus from ones’ room at 7 o’clock in the morning to return by bus at 9 to 10 at night is not conducive to a good tournament or convention.
The 1969 Convention Invitation Committee recommended that Houston be the site of the 1971 convention and one reason supporting that recommendation was that Houston could provide housing accommodations easily accessible to the campus. The 1969 Convention Invitation Committee stated:

Students will be housed either in two 17-story dormitories that will be open this fall, or in three motels located within a block of the campus or in the Astro-world complex from which buses will run on a regular shuttle for the 10 minute trip.

Because of the statements of the 1969 Convention Invitation and Evaluation Committees, many persons who attended this convention expected to be housed in areas easily accessible to the convention and tournament meeting rooms. Needless to say, most coaches and students did leave their rooms at 7 o’clock in the morning to return by bus at 9 or 10 at night.

It is true that many recreational facilities at the University of Houston were made available, were used and did reduce the negative effect of being contained on campus for long periods of time. The University of Houston and Dr. English and his staff should be commended for making available these recreational facilities. Easy access to recreational facilities is desirable at a national convention of this kind.

Nevertheless, many people at this convention expected to have easy access to their housing facilities, and the containment of those persons for long periods of time in a limited geographical area in which those persons participated in highly structured competitive activities, is a questionable way of producing a desirable and enjoyable convention experience. Moreover, improvement in the opportunity to use the recreational facilities of this campus is considered by many to be a poor substitute for enjoying high quality housing accommodations and various service facilities which were said to be within walking distance of those housing accommodations. There seems to be little sense in having quality housing accommodations, surrounded by shopping and entertainment facilities, if people are too exhausted and have but little time to use those accommodations. The expectations of those attending this convention, the time spent in highly competitive and structured activities in relationship to the quality of our housing accommodations and the presence of other facilities for entertainment made our separation from those facilities undesirable.

B. FORMAT OF CONVENTION AND SCHEDULING

Convention Format

The format of the convention was said to not reflect what is meant by the term convention. There were some who believed that the term convention would have been better justified had there been discussion groups and presentations of papers and reports concerned with topics vital to the field of communication. The presence of activities of this nature may have added variety and interest to what many felt to be a somewhat tedious experience.

Scheduling — Convention

The scheduling of the convention to take up a full week of school was considered to be unnecessary and suggestions were made to use Saturday and Sunday in place of two weekdays for the convention.

Scheduling — Tours

The tours arranged were considered to be very good. The tours did provide variety and relief and, for many who did not take the tours, some chance for rest and refreshment. Had it not been for tours and the time for relaxation provided by those tours, the pace of the convention for some would have become more difficult. The tours did provide for a few a vacation and entertainment experience. For years many persons attending this convention have requested that a vacation and entertainment experience be made a part of the convention.

Scheduling — Contests

The scheduling of the contests was criticized and did seem to contribute to fatigue and a sense of boredom and futility. There
were requests that in the future the contests be scheduled so as to have 2 or 3 rounds of debate held in succession followed or preceded by 2 or 3 rounds of individual events. Under the present system, any motivation built up by a participant for a specific contest is frustrated by the advent of another contest in the succeeding round. The present system of alternating events also tends to restrict persons from relaxing for sufficient periods of time and experiencing the offerings of the locale in which the convention is held.

Part II

THE EVENTS

A. STUDENT MEETINGS

Some students considered their meetings to be of low quality. Many students did not attend meetings. Students claimed they were not aware of when and where meetings were to be held. Students who did attend meetings were not aware of what was to be discussed or how to function in a parliamentary situation. Students who did attend the meetings framed resolutions that were not carefully thought out or constructed beforehand. Unnecessary time was spent in meetings checking wording. Poor communications between students, coaches, those running the tournament and the Council contributed to a sense of confusion and futility over how to affect the course of events and the immediate problems that came to being during the convention.

In the future the convention should be structured to give direction to those student meetings. Lines of communication must be improved to clarify the place and nature of those meetings and to give students — and perhaps coaches — a feeling that they can affect what is taking place around them. The convention program may not be clear in identifying how students could find out where the meetings were to be held. Coaches who are competent parliamentarians may be assigned as parliamentarians to help give direction and meaning to student meetings.

B. THE CONTESTS AND JUDGING

1. Judging of the Contests

Assigning judges became a problem at this convention. The single judging list system from which all events chairman selected their judges created confusion. Inaccurate recording of the names of those who were to judge added more difficulties. Some persons who directed judges to buildings had inaccurate information as to the identity of the buildings referred to by code letters. Information that certain schools were or were not in attendance was not transferred effectively from those in charge of registration to those in charge of assigning judges. Some judges appeared late or failed to appear. Distance between buildings was not properly estimated to provide time for some judges to move from one assignment to another and, in some cases, there was late posting of judging assignments. A number of judges were asked to evaluate events about which they knew very little.

To solve the judging problem we recommend that the single list system of listing judges be done away with or improved. That the entire judging system be closely supervised, that judges be penalized for failure to appear after a certain time, that communication be coordinated between registration and judging officials, those who give directions as to locale and those who are familiar with the identity of buildings. Runners to carry ballots may help to facilitate co-ordination. A more effective system for providing professional secretarial services would expedite postings.

2. The Contests

Debate

Experimental debate received more criticism. Unexpectedly being presented with propositions of fact and value was questioned. Some students felt they were not prepared to deal with these kinds of propositions. For the most part, however, students felt they did not have adequate time to prepare. The content quality of the debates was criticized but the experience of having to construct and organize arguments with dispatch was commended.

Experimental extemporaneous debate should be continued. Participants should be given more time to prepare and the number of experimental debate rounds
should be reduced. A system using value and fact propositions in the early rounds followed by rounds using propositions of policy may be an acceptable approach for analyzing topics.

Debate was generally criticized for not having more quality teams and for being allowed to develop to where technical terminology, mechanical delivery and formulistic organizational structures created a somewhat ineffective communication experience. Audience debate, participation by judges in the debates were some of the suggestions made to break out of this formulistic kind of communication.

**Discussion**

The policy of traveling judges should be retained but improved. Under the present system judges had difficulty in finding discussion groups, spent too little time observing a group and lost valuable observation time in moving between buildings. The value of a 10 to 15 minute observation period by each of five traveling judges is questionable as a valid evaluation.

One possible remedy is to assign the traveling judge to observe two groups located in the same building, devoting half of the session to one group and the other half to the second group. Another alternative would be to assign one judge permanently to remain with a group for all four sessions and for a different traveling judge each round to remain with the group for the entire session.

**Oratory**

Orators were criticized for seeming to be disinterested, detached, cold and highly formulistic in delivering speeches.

Suggestions were made to have participants pay less attention to accurate memorization of manuscripts. It was also suggested that a round of oratory be devoted to reading from the manuscript.

**Oral Interpretation**

1. It was suggested that code letters and numbers be used to identify schools entered in oral interpretation.

2. To improve the quality of material presented in oral interpretation, more explicit categories of materials should be delineated by the rules of the contest and a theme should be used as a core for the presentation of poetry, prose and drama. The chairman of the oral interpretation contest committee offers specific recommendations regarding this matter.

3. It also seems to be important that judges who appreciate oral interpretation be scheduled to judge that event.

**Extemporaneous Speaking**

The primary problem with extemp was a matter of scheduling and posting. Illness of the contest chairman seemed to be the principle cause. At least one experienced person should be used to back up a chairman of an event. In any case, close supervision of a contest committee must exist.

**Part III**

**THE PROBLEM AND ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM**

**The Problem:**

How to efficiently utilize and, or, change convention machinery to create an environment placing more emphasis on personal freedom to improve a learning experience.

**Aspects of the Problem:**

1. Containing persons for long periods of time away from their housing accommodations or away from the offerings of the locale of the tournament is undesirable.

2. Improvement of the present structures for communication and coordination are needed. Cooperation between registration officials, judging officials, contests officials, and local officials should be improved. Perhaps new coordinating and communication structures, and/or changes in the format of contests should be considered.

3. Adequate supervision of experienced as well as inexperienced persons in the details of planning seems to be necessary.

4. Experienced persons who can predict trouble must be used whenever possible to back up the chairman of contest committees.
5. A major effort should be made to solve problems when signs of those problems first appear.

Respectfully submitted,
Ted C. Johnson

A motion to vote on each part of the report separately was defeated. The report was accepted.

The following recommendation was introduced from the floor by Dave White of the Colorado Beta Chapter:

WHEREAS, the National Convention of Pi Kappa Delta should provide the maximum opportunities for the efficient conduct of fraternity business and for a pleasurable experience for all the delegates, and;

WHEREAS, the present schedule of combining the performance of convention business and tournament competition on the same day precludes the achievement of the aforesaid objectives,

Thereupon Be It Resolved, That this body recommend to the National Council that the Council maximize its efforts to achieve the following objective: That the format of the National Convention of Pi Kappa Delta be revised to provide for a division of the convention period into distinct segments, with blocks of time set aside exclusively for conducting convention business, and blocks of time set aside exclusively for holding the tournament, not to exclude meetings at which competing delegate are not required nor encouraged to attend.”

The recommendation was seconded and carried.

Diana Marshall, appointed to replace student Council member Karen Marshall, presented an oral report on some of the difficulties students reported on in their meetings. These centered around time and place of meetings being inadequately publicized and arranged, and the problem of transportation to and from the Ramada Inn and the Royal Coach. Reference was made to the improvement in extemporaneous speaking procedure in the final round.

John Cliff, student Council member presented a summary report of student meetings in the form of two recommendations:

Recommendation No. 1: The National Council should investigate, and modify if necessary, the rules of extemporaneous speaking to maximize the efficient conduct of this contest. Specific attention is directed toward five specific problem areas:

1. Distribution of topics
2. The post-speech questioning period
3. Timekeepers
4. Contestants staying in the room until the round is over
5. The schematic for sectioning and the requirement that it not be done until the preceding round is completed.

This recommendation was approved by the convention.

Recommendation No. 2: The National Council should investigate the desirability and feasibility of a competitive event which consists of different schools running the different convention contests.

This recommendation was voted upon and lost.

William deMougeot, Chairman of the Convention Invitation Committee, submitted the following report:

According to the rotation system established at the 1969 convention, the 1973 convention was to be held in the Eastern provinces, numbers 7, 9, and 11. Despite letters and follow-up efforts through the province governors, no bids to host the 1973 convention were forthcoming from that area. Shortly before the convention, and during the past week, efforts have been made to solicit bids from the upper Midwest as well as from the East. As a result, we have a firm bid from the University of Nebraska at Omaha, and three “maybes”. In none of these cases has sufficient time elapsed for the preparation of all materials...
which enable a committee to make an intelligent recommendation, nor have all the schools which might respond to an invitation open to something other than the Eastern area been given a chance to respond.

It is the opinion of this committee that it would be unwise and unfair for this organization to approve a convention site for 1973 on the basis of the information currently available. We therefore offer the following recommendations:

1. That the deadline for submission of invitations be extended to June 1, 1971.
2. That any chapter in provinces 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 of the Central area, and in provinces 7, 9, and 11 of the Eastern area be permitted to submit an invitation for the 1973 convention directly to the National President, with the understanding that such invitations must be sufficiently complete to enable the National Council to make a final decision.
3. That the National Council be authorized to make the final decision without further action by the member chapters.
4. That chapters in the aforementioned areas be asked to give particular attention to the possibilities within their area of using a convention center, such as a large hotel, with administration by nearby colleges, instead of the single campus concept usually used by Pi Kappa Delta.
5. Finally, that should the 1973 convention be awarded to a site in the Central area, the Eastern provinces should be permitted to bid for the 1975 convention, along with the Central area.

Respectfully submitted,

William R. deMougeot, Chairman
Seth Hawkins
Wayne Wall

The report was approved by the convention.

The meeting was declared adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
Winning Team in the Championship Cross-Examination Division — Dave White and Kathy Ramage, University of Northern Colorado. This successful team (rumor has it they are engaged to each other) defeated Eastern Montana in the final round.
SUPERIOR DISCUSSIONANTS: Joanne Gehring, Linda Bell, Irvin Johnson, Karyl McCurdy, Keith Jones, David Kluge, Robert Reichenberg, Ronald De Abreu, Julia Moore, Leon Washington, Jeffrey Burns.

DISCUSSION

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS
Bradley
S. I. U. — Edwards
Ia. Tech.
Frostburg
Towson
William Jewell
Chadron
Dakota Wes. U.
Stephen Austin
Stout State
W. S. U. — Eau Claire

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS
Harding
Harding
Pasadena
S. F. V. S. C.
Central Conn.

Wheaton
K. S. C.
Sterling
Sterling
N. W. Ia.
N. W. Ia.
U. S. L.
U. S. L.
St. Olaf
De’ta St.
Evangel
William Jewell
Chadron
U. of Nevada
Ohio Northern
Calif. State
Grove City
Texas A. & I.
W. S. U. — Eau Claire
W. S. U. — Whitewater
SUPERIOR TEAMS IN CROSS-X DEBATE: (Front Row) Steve Schoenmakers and Dennis Green, South, Colo.; Kathy Raniage and her partner directly behind her, Dave White, Northern Colo.; Tim Christie and Randy Rose, E. Montana; (Second Row) Michael McAdam and Mike Bowen, Rockhurst; Ira Garrison and Mike Melton, U of Houston.

CROSS-X DEBATE

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS
So. Colorado
Rockhurst
U. of Houston
E. Montana
No. Colorado

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS
No. State
Wheaton
Okla. State

Gust. Adolphus
U. T. E. P.
Washburn
U. of Akron
Youngstown
Augustana Ill.
Bowling Green
U. of Dayton
Marietta
Ill. Wesleyan
Augustana S. D.
Ft. Hayes
U. of S. W. La.
SUPERIOR SPEAKERS IN ORATORY: Anna Wuertenberg, Vicki Babington, Randy Pose, Anne Talbot, Patrick Cox, Irene Brzostek, Frank LaFasso; Jim Scheu, Jeanne Tognetti, Steven Scott, Bill Brown, Ron Jeffrey, John Tracy, Ed Roy, Pat Warren.

ORATORY

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS

Cent. Conn. State
Bradley
Ill. Wesleyan
U. S. L. A.
Frostburg
Southeast Mo.
Southeast Mo.
Montana State
Chadron State
Akron U.
Linfield
David Lipscomb
Tenn. Tech.
McMurry

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS

Western State
Cent. Conn. State
Bradley
McMurray
S. I. U. – Edward
Wheaton
Coe College
Macalester
Moorhead
Moorhead
S. W. Minn.
Cent. Mo.
Heidelberg
Oklahoma B. U.
Augustana S. D.
Dak. Wesleyan
No. State S. D.
No. State S. D.
Carson – Newman
S. F. Austin
S. F. Austin
U. T. E. P.
W. S. U. – Eau Claire

U. of Pacific
Adams State Colo.
Colo. State
Colo. State
Northern Colo.

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS
Cal. State Hayward
U. of Pacific
Southern Colo. State
U. of Northern Colo.
Idaho State
Bradley
S. I. U. – Edwards
Wheaton
Macalester
Macalester
William Jewell
Geneva College
S. Dakota State
N. T. S. U.
U. T. E. P.
Pac. Lutheran
Pac. Lutheran

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS
Harding
So. Colo. State
Cent. Conn.
Bradley
Ill. Wesleyan
S. I. U. – Carbondale
Washburn
U. S. L.
Towson State
Hope College
Bethel College
Bethel College
Morehead State
S. W. Minn.
Gustavus Adolp.
Miss. College
William Jewell

Central Mo.
S. W. Baptist
Eastern Mont.
Kearney State
Malone College
Malone College
U. of Akron
Portland State
S. Dakota State
Northern State
Tenn. Tech.
Texas C. U.
W. T. S. U.
Angelo State
U. T. E. P.
W. S. U. – River Falls
U. of Houston
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SUPERIOR TEAMS IN STANDARD DEBATE

STANDARD DEBATE

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS

Harding
Harding
Northern Colorado
Washburn
Northeast La.
St. Thomas
Macalester
Southwest Minn.
Rockhurst

William Jewell
Carroll
Linfield
Augustana
Northern State
David Lipscomb
Tenn. Tech.
Stephen Austin
Western Wash.

Central Mich.
Central Mich.
Hope
Bethel
Bethel
Moorhead
Southwest Minn.
St. Olaf.
Miss. State Univ.
Northeast Mo.
Northwest Mo.
Rockhurst
Southeast Mo.
U. M. K. C.
Great Falls
E. Montana
Neb. Wesleyan
Bowling Green
Otterbein
Akron U.
Bethany Nazarene
Central State
E. Central State

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS

California – Hayward
U. of Pacific
U. of Pacific
Colorado State
Southern Colorado
Bradley
Bradley
Wheaton
Coe
Coe

K. S. C. – Pitt.
K. S. C. – Pitt.
Emporia – K. S. T. C.
Southwestern – Kan.
La. College
McNeese
Northeast La.
U. of S. W. La.
Towson
Tufts

Panhandle State
Linfield
Clarion
Clarion
Augustana S. D.
Northern State
Carson Newman
Angelo State
Lamar
Lamar
North Texas State
Stephen Austin
Texas Christian
U. of Houston
U. of Houston
Texas – El Paso
West Texas
Pacific Lutheran
Pacific Lutheran
West. Wash.
W. S. U. – Eau Claire
W. S. U. – River Falls
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SUPERIOR INTERPRETATIVE READERS: Meta Matuchulat, Deborah Plessel, Betsy Ballard, John Fisher, Marsha De Camp; Robert Ratner, Rhonda Rutherford, Nicholas Spencer, Don Burke; Ken Lee, Stephen Welch, Chris Chattlain, James Dixon, Dan Mayhew, Bruce Caudle.

INTERPRETATION

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS

Evangel
Neb. Wesleyan
E. Central State
Coe College
Doane
Tufts
Wheaton
Coe College
W. S. U. — Eau Claire
Evangel
Heidelberg
Otterbein
Wheaton
Towson
Portland State

SUPERIOR — EXPERIMENTAL DEBATE: Ken Sajdek and his partner behind him Stu Olds, WSU — Whitewater; Maroe Reed and her partner behind her Mike Manners, Central Missouri State; James Boren and his partner behind him Richard Thompson, Louisiana Tech. University.

EXPERIMENTAL DEBATE

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS

Central Missouri State
Louisiana Tech. Univ.
W. S. U. — Whitewater

Boise
Bradley
Clarion
Evangel

EXCELLENT SCHOOLS

Harding
Kearney
McCalester
Montana State

Southeast Mo.
Southwest Baptist
Univ. of Minn.
W. S. U. — Eau Claire
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ARKANSAS

Zeta — Harding College
Evan Ulrey, Director
Betty Ulrey
Robert Ubanks
Debbie Deidiker
Bobby Dockery
Tom Estes
Roger Castle
Pat Garner
Alice Landrum
James Sigmund

CALIFORNIA

Delta — University of the Pacific
Janelle Reinelt, Director
Hugh Linstrom
John Schamber
Steve Slade
Bud Starr

Theta — Pasadena College
Judith Williams, Director
Jan Oliva
Don Oliver
Steve Vanciel

Nu — Fresno State College
David Natharion, Director

Omicron — San Fernando Valley State College
Dennis Conrad

Tau — California State College - Hayward
Dale Vicars
Robert Vicars

COLORADO

Alpha — Colorado State University
Virginia Eman, Director
Peg Burden
Sharon Gallegos
Mary Hagen
Bob Hume
Luana Moats
Dave Moeller
Bob Trierweiler

Beta — University of Northern Colorado
R. J. Crawford, Director
Ken Bell
Bill Cartmill
Kathy Ramage
Robyn Weyand
Dave White

Gamma — Western State College
Joseph Ferro, Director
Ted Johnson
Donna Burchett
Steve Haver
Trista Rivers
John Wilson

Delta — Adams State College
George Lewis, Director
Mike Hart
Wilma Van Kirk
Bob Olson
Beatrice Valdez
Jackie Wisdom

Epsilon — Southern Colorado State College
Don Swanson, Director
Mary Ann Bouzos
Jim Croshal
Dennis Green
Kathy Hogan
Dan Radakovich
Steve Schoenmakers

CONNECTICUT

Beta — Southern Connecticut State College
Seth Hawkins, Director

Gamma — Central Connecticut State College
Paul Wenger, Director
Irene Brzostek
Barbara Crowley
Carol Politis

GEORGIA

Delta — Georgia Southern College
Betsy Hollowell
Tim Thomlinson

IDAHO

Gamma — Idaho State University
W. W. Corbin, Director
Chet Cooper
Tom Burt
Bill Knickrehm
Patti Powers

Epsilon — Boise State College
Harvey Pitman, Director
Robb Baracloough
Robert Butecane
Greg Feeler
Rick Hunt
Lois Joslyn
Candy Stanford

ILLINOIS

Alpha — Illinois Wesleyan University
Marie Robinson, Director
John Burt
Jan Bradish
Patrick Cox
Gary DeFranco
Carol Harmon
Richard Wray

Beta — Eureka College
Donald Littlejohn, Director
Sue Amyx
Ron Fuhr
Frank Malone
Kathy Russell
Robert Tobias

Delta — Bradley University
Charles Montgomery, Director
George Armstrong
B. J. Lawrence
Larry Norton
Barbara Bergman
Buzz Deitchman
Tim Engen
Jan Frageman
Joe Gibson
Frank LaFasto
Karyl McCurdy
Martha Mehrings
Gail Samos
John Wascher
Zeta — Monmouth College
Jean Liedman, Director

Mu — Wheaton College
Edwin Hollatz, Director
Eleanor Paulson
William Craig
Robert Dilling
James Dixon
Wanda Gehret
Karen Richard
Rhonda Rutherford

Xi — Augustana College
Robert Anderson, Director
James Brenneke
David Downing

Upsilon — Southern Illinois Univ. - Carbondale
Cynthia Sasko, Director
Dean Hewes
Mary Galbreath
Sandra Kolar
Kathy Wilken
William Wood

Phi — Illinois College
Raymond Ford, Director
Cindy Nagy
Mark Towler

Chi — Greenville College
Philip Lueck, Director
Matt Jones
David Lee
Janet Pratt

Alpha — Elmhurst College
Nancy Kaszak

Alpha Beta — MacMurray College
Robert Powell, Director
Carolyn Fukuda

Alpha Gamma — Southern Illinois Univ. - Edwardsville
Dan Salden, Director
Jeff Burns
Nancy Koke
Charles Mecum
Peggy Salden
Daniel Wille

Delta — Morningside College
Fred Phelps, Director
Jerry Foxhoven
Terry Wright

Epsilon — Simpson College
R. J. de Laubenfels, Director
Bernard Franklin
Marty Templeton
Gene Williams

Theta — Coe College
Ted Reis, Director
Artis Reis
John Fisher
Joyce Merrill
Sheryl Pörter
Nick Spencer
Patti Sylvester

Iota — Westmar College
Betty Kruppe, Director
Douglas Brenner
Laurie Lueptow
Bill Monroe
Jim Rancie

Kappa — Buena Vista College
John E. Francis, Director
Vicki Schumann

KANSAS

Alpha — Ottawa University
Quincalee Striegel, Director
Tom Regnier

Beta — Washburn University
Charles Fulcher, Director
Roy Breedlove
Randy Hendershot
Joe Patton
Dana Rasure
Kathy Vetter

Delta — Southwestern College
Jan Schuetz, Director
Kathy Graber
Julie Rhodes
Don McKinney
Jim Payne
Hal Reed

Zeta — Kansas State Teachers College
Steve Mulvenon, Director
David Matheny
Mike McHugh
Jim Wilson

Theta — Kansas State College
H. Francis Short, Director
Bob Johnson
Craig Lewis
Steve Neill
Larry Shute
Kelly Wilson

Iota — College of Emporia
Celestine Evans, Director
Doreen Gianci
Robert Dickey
Amy Kawafuchi
Marc Wilner

Lambda — Sterling College
Clayton C. Campbell, Director
David Bauer
Bob Hamrick
Rex Schechter
Tom Westfall

Nu — Fort Hays Kansas State College
Dan Rothwell, Director
Alan Deines
Mark Harbison
Anita Knopp
Lee Sherman

LOUISIANA

Alpha — Louisiana College
Verne R. Kennedy, Director
John Atchison
Foster Bob Fletcher
James P. Lambert

Gamma — University of Southwestern Louisiana
Percy Parrow, Director
Richard Kneeler
Roy Murphy
Paul Broussard
Doug Capuder
Tina Capuder
Floyd Collins
Pat Domingue
Don Hooten
Max Jordan
Jeff Patout
Cynthia Randazzo
Ed Roy
Robert Wallace
Herb Whitaker
Delta — Louisiana Polytechnic University
E. R. Minchew, Director
Joe Tullier
Jim Boren
Kathy Garfield
Hana Hess
Keith Jones
Paula Pennington
David Roach
Dick Thompson

Epsilon — Northwestern State University
Ray Schexnider, Director
Donnie Couvillion
Sally Graham
Margo Haase
Preston Payne
George Sewell

Zeta — Southeastern Louisiana University
Win Welford, Director

Eta — McNeese State University
W. R. Skinner, Director
David Kay
Arthur Wannage

Theta — Northeast Louisiana State College
Myrn Caldwell, Director
Jon Davies
Brooks Johnston
Harry Raymond
Mike Ware

MARYLAND
Alpha — Towson State College
Phyllis Bosley, Director
Bruce Caudle
Ronald DeAbreu
Lewis Olshin
Craig Schloer

Beta — Frostburg State College
M. Lee Wiltrot, Director
Ann Williams, Director
Paula Davis
Jay Pignar
Irvin Johnson
Linda Woodmeny
Anna Wuertenberg

MASSACHUSETTS
Beta — Bridgewater State College
Susan Miskelly, Director
Nancy Briggs
Gail Holbrook
Rosemary Lally
Sandra Leonard
Jane Masi
Karen Mather
Linda Rautenberg
Ellen Searle

Gamma — Tufts University
Carl Dixon, Director
Robert Ratner
Barry Scheur

MICHIGAN
Gamma — Hope College
M. H. Mickle, Director
Paul Bach
Chad Busk
Mike Cooper
Linda Drake
Phil Drake
Karl Esmark
Joan Lautenschleger

Theta — Central Michigan University
Kenneth Newton, Director
Gil Rau
Dan Millar
John Grace
Sigrid Medlen
Annette Murray
Robert Sexton
Robert Van Camp

Iota — Ferris State College
Richard Cronk, Director
Paul Dittner

Mu — Adrian College
David Cornell, Director
Frank C. Clements
Garry A. Schwartz

MINNESOTA
Alpha — Macalester College
Jerry Crawford
Carol Grant
Bob Percival
Bandi Pose

Beta — St. Olaf College
Frank Alusow, Director
Ted Nelson
Vik Arnold
Scott Bremer
Patricia Halvorson
Dave Iverson
Martha Levardson

Gamma — Gustavus Adolphus College
William G. Robertz, Director
Roland Amundson
Judy Anderson
Kim Brown
Donald Hasbargen
Rodney Honkanen
Gary Mundahl
Larry Mundahl

Epsilon — College of St. Thomas
Bruce Pederson, Director
James McCarthy
William Odean
Douglas Schlesman

Iota — Univ. of Minn. — Duluth
Thomas Pollock, Director
Fred Friedman
Greg Fox
Nancy Francisco
Greg Johnson
Merrie Ann Kirkes
Sheila Nelson
Steve Overom
Ann Spehar

Kappa — Moorhead State College
Hazel Scott, Director
Darby Arntson
Curt Johnson
Robert Littlefield
Mark Robertson

Mu — Southwest Minnesota State College
Robert Ridley, Director
Nanette Barnhart
Wayne Busch
Diana Fridley
Terrie Groth
Gail Larson
Joan Rien
Doug Waldoch
Mississippi

**Alpha — Millsaps College**
Joel Howell

**Beta — Mississippi State University**
Dorothy Drake, Director
Frank Campbell
R. E. Cooley
John Hightower
Bill Huddleston

**Zeta — Delta State College**
Andrew Jones, Director
Billy LaForge
Lamar Slay

**Epsilon — Mississippi College**
Hollis B. Todd, Director
Peggy Fowlkes
Gayle Long
Jerry McBride

**Gamma — Mississippi State College For Women**
Marilyn Woods, Director
Michael Minchew

Missouri

**Alpha — Westminster College**
Roy Leeper, Director
Bill Blatz
Jan Hardin
Chip Welch

**Gamma — Central Methodist College**
Mary Ann Worthington, Director

**Delta — William Jewell College**
Tom Willett, Director
Georgia Bowman
Margaret Kinred
Marianne Millen
Julia Moore
Ben Morse
Georgia Pearson
Terry Siron

**Eta — Central Missouri State College**
Bob Brewer, Director
Sheryl Etling
Mike Bowler
Mark Bryant
Susan Dye
Mike Manners
Marcella Reed
LuRae Sampson

**Theta — Northeast Missouri State College**
C. T. Draper, Director
Douglas Campbell
Connie Graham
Ed Schieffer
Rose Smith

**Iota — Southeast Missouri State College**
William Stacy, Director
Ron Conley
Gary Emmons
Steven Rose
James Schau
Anne Talbot

**Kappa — Northwest Missouri State College**
James Leu
William Ratts

**Xi — Rockhurst College**
John Harrison, Director
Terry Pickett
Mike Bowen
Fred Duchardt
Debbie Keating
Mike McAdam
Mike Svetlic
Tony Zimmerman

**Pi — Univ. of Missouri at Kansas City**
Carol Lade, Director
Joe Pack
Norah Sheridan
Carol Warman
Les Weaver

**Rho — Evangel College**
Neil Eskelin, Director
Harvey Hoffman
Ken Lee
Norman Mintle
Michael Huggins
Meta Matachulat
Wanda Roderman
Linda Schak
Sharon Shockey
David Thorpe
Mona Turner

**Sigma — Southwest Baptist College**
John Hackworth, Director
John Elder
Mike Watson

Montana

**Alpha — Rocky Mountain College**
Lyle Courtage
Grant Lucas
Joanne Peterson
Dennis Williams

**Beta — Montana State University**
L.A. Lawrence, Director
Bert Tarrant
Bob Jovick
Bob Kaze
David Warner
Tom Sheehy
Leon Spaeth
Jeanne Tognetti
David Wheeler

**Gamma — Eastern Montana College**
Larry K. Hannah, Director
Joe Barker
Tim Christie
Jim Meinert
Dan Roadhouse
Randy Rose
Ken Tuttle

**Delta — Carroll College**
Harold Smith, Director
Peggy O'Malley
Mike Shields
Epsilon — College of Great Falls
Tom O'Brien, Director
Teresa Cameron
Allen Hauer
Roger Jacobson
Frank Malensek

NEBRASKA
Alpha — Nebraska Wesleyan
Aloe Jaswal, Director
Diane Hall
Debbi Flessel
Gamma — Doane College
R. B. Gartrell, Director
Dana Broeker
Marcia DeCamp
Jackie Johnson
Otis John King
Rodger Kube
Debbie Schroeder
Gene Schroeder
Scott Sippel
Dick Weaver
Joe Wehner
Zeta — Kearney State College
Larry Miller, Director
Gregg Cawley
Mary Daake
Mariann Galyan
Eta — Chadron State College
William Crenshaw, Director
Ronald Jeffrey
Robert Reichenberg
Michael Stedille
Theta — Univ. of Nebraska at Omaha
Gary Turner, Director
Duane Aschenbrenner
Charlotte Hock
Ann Kopinski
Joan Leahy
Mark Tobin

NEVADA
Alpha — Univ. of Nevada at Las Vegas
Russell Harvey

NEW JERSEY
Alpha — Monmouth College
William Yaremchuk, Director
Robert Baldari
Douglas Newlin
Beta — Newark College of Engineering
Clarence Johnson, Director

NEW MEXICO
Alpha — New Mexico State University
Gordon Owen, Director

NORTH CAROLINA
Epsilon — Appalachian State University
Grady Franklin

OHIO
Alpha — Baldwin-Wallace College
Tom Hosky
Beta — Heidelberg College
Roger Smitter, Director
Lanex Brink
Richard Ries
Steve Welch
Delta — University of Akron
John Mendiola, Director
Don George
Bob Paine
Page Schrock
Pat Warren
Rob Whitney
Epsilon — Otterbein College
Paul Butcher, Director
James Grissinger
Chris Chatlain
Tom Dumapce
Debbie Hersh
Charlie Jackson
Marsha Rice
Ross Taylor
Zeta — Marietta College
K. Wayne Hall, Director
Kelly Brezger
John Shannon
Eta — Bowling Green State University
Raymond Yeager, Director
Charles Kneupper
Ralph Carbone
Dan DeStephen
Roinayne Smith
Pamela Spears
Lambda — University of Dayton
B. J. Knittel, Director
Charlie Reindl
William Snyder
Nu — Youngstown State University
Mike Boyle
Dave Diroll
Jim Marzano
John Ostrowski
Regina Reto
Rochelle Solomon
Xi — Ohio Northern University
Margaret Riggle, Director
Harmon C. Hurt
Marcia Maxwell
Peggy Traylor
Omicron — Malone College
David Blossom, Director
David Green
Dean Young

OKLAHOMA
Alpha — Oklahoma State University
Gail Diehl, Director
Richard Eldridge
Karen Marshall
David Pierce
Gamma — Oklahoma Baptist University
Samnie Barr, Director
Henry Eason
Karen Cloud
Mike Cloud
Nancy Cook
Deborah Dorian
Jauna Head
Shirley Herndon
Andy Overman
Eta — East Central State College
D. J. Nabors, Director
Betsy Ballard
Paula Jean Casey
Iota — Central State College
Douglas Duke, Director
Bobbie Duke
Bill Eakin
Bob Griffith

Nu — Panhandle State College
James H. Roach, Director
Harlan Hinds
Jacque Roach
Glenda Sullivan
Jerry Tilson

Xi — Bethany Nazarene College
James A. Kneer, Director
Wayne Davis
Steven Ray

OREGON

Alpha — Linfield College
Craig Singletary, Director
Leone Fraser
Patty Hastings
Steve Scott
Sue Sorber

Gamma — Portland State University
Roy D. Mahaffey, Director
Dennis Berggren
Margaret Doherty
Rodney Kautz
Dan Mayhew

Epsilon — Southern Oregon College
Julie Hague, Director
Steve Flannery
Phil Hollen

PENNSYLVANIA

Alpha — Grove City College
William Teufel, Director
Darrell Kadunce
Michael Sherman

Delta — Bloomsburg State College
Melville Hopkins, Director

Epsilon — Geneva College
Jerri Long

Zeta — California State College
Robert Cowles, Director
Diane Budavich
Anne Flaherty
David Marek
William Street

Eta — Clarion State College
Gene Gunderson, Director
Bob Banks
Karla Jantsch
Becky Kaspar
Bob Leeper
Eileen McGinley
Lillian Pfaff

Theta — East Stroudsburg State College
Roger Taylor

Iota — West Chester State College
Carolyn Keefe, Director
Kathy Luckie
Rosemary Rooney
Dorian Strayer
Diane Welsh

Mu — Thiel College
Sonya Wilt, Director
Annetje Bogardus
Jim Lockhart
Dana Teufel

SOUTH DAKOTA

Alpha — Dakota Wesleyan University
Wesley Franzmeier, Director
Matthias Campbell
Bruce Fritzemeier
Ronald Fuchs
Terry Johnson
Richard McVay
David MeVey
Konrad Pederson
J. Leon Washington
Elaine Wells
Ruth Schilberg

Beta — Huron College
B. Kolb, Director
Sonia Bartel
Paul Harens
Sandra Powe
Bruce Preston
Millie Wollman

Gamma — Yankton College
Vanessa Eslinger
Doug Houle

Delta — South Dakota State University
Fred Smith, Director
Carmen Hegge
Phil Kohl
Roger Lerud
Mari Jo Pederson
Marij Weisz

Zeta — Northern State College
James Zeman, Director
Sheryl Zeman
Dan Brosz
Jean Dohrer
Rogene Fisher
Linda Gustafson
Madeleine Istratescu
Alma Lake
Alan Peterson
Alan Severson
Twila Tschetter

Eta — Augustana College
Jerry Winsor, Director
Clara Lee
Sheila Barton
Steve Binger
Dennis Hansen
Daron Knutson
Terry Koehn
Steven Miller
David Nelson
Jon Reckner

Iota — Black Hills State College
Arthur Prosper, Director
Jill Jeffries
David Zuercher

Kappa — Southern State College
David Sizer, Director
Virgil Petrlik
Diane Carda
Charles J. McDonnell
Sheila Pederson
Jerry Torgerson

TENNESSEE

Delta — Tennessee Technological University
Robert H. Woodland, Director
William J. Brown
John L. Glasscock
Stephen Klaske
Robert K. Luna
Epsilon — Carson-Newman College
Eugene Mathis, Director
Steve Blad
Joe Coker
Jonathan Quillen
Robert Randolph
Sharron Roberts
Jim Stubblefield

Theta — David Lipscomb College
Carroll Ellis, Director
Dewey Bain
John Tracy

Kappa — Tennessee State University
Troy L. Jones, Director
Wilma Blanch
Emmett O’Neal
Harvey Shaw

TEXAS
Gamma — East Texas State University
C. L. Farr, Director

Delta — Howard Payne College
Wayne I. Toone, Director
Paul Aleman
Otis Archie
Becka Dannelly
Debbie Hargis
Gary Landes

Zeta — Texas Christian University
George Tade, Director
Mike Brinkley
Don Brownlee

Eta — North Texas State University
William DeMougeot, Director
Diane Gulden
Diana Marshall

Iota — Baylor University
Lee Polk, Director
Karen King
Ray Shuman

Mu — Stephen F. Austin State Univ.
Donald Graham, Director
Robert Capel
Linda Bell
Linda Beth Bell
Ed Dewel
Mike Finley
Frank Follis
Donna Stephens
Donna Stephens
Nancy Wilson

Nu — Texas A & I University
Lawrence Smith, Director
Steve Hofer
Janet Aldrich
Lewis Aldridge
Karen Hall
DeeDee Hosey
Mary Self
Terry Sims

Omicron — University of Houston
William B. English, Director
Martha Haun
Ronnie Bankston
John Berkel
John Cliff
David Cobb
Ira Garrison
Lee Garrison
Tom Goodnight
John Gossett
Gase Hunt
Bob Jones
Linda Listrom
Buddy Lowman
Mike Melton
Nick Mostert
Wendell Odom
Craig Olivier
Tom Roskelley
Lynn Sparwasser
David Stedman
Walter Ulrich

Phi — Lamar State College
Mary Alice Baker, Director
George Foster
Mark Alexander
Beth Collins
Nestor Cromwell
Charles Venable
Robert Wood

Psi — University of Texas at El Paso
Penny Byrne, Director
Ann Wallace
Harold Hunt
Robert Malone
David Miller
Trish Owen
Charles Santaguida
Rod Steinburg
Chet Taylor

Omega — West Texas State University
Guy Yates, Director
Charles Wright
Ronnie Bender
Betty Bledsoe
Charles Crow
Gary Patton

Alpha Gamma — McMurry College
Muriel Burress, Director
Vicki Babington

Alpha Delta — Houston Baptist College
Rex Fleming, Director

Alpha Epsilon — Angelo State University
Helen Schafer, Director
Dale Freeman
Marvin Schultz
Mark Tansil
Rachel Wells

VERMONT
Alpha — Norwich University
Roy Gronquist, Director
Richard Goldberg

WASHINGTON
Alpha — University of Puget Sound
Gary Peterson, Director
Mary Dahl
Joe Giberson
Mary Green
Paul Van Giffen

Delta — Whitworth College
Pat Bories, Director
Randall Nakamoto
Gary Spencer
Epsilon — Pacific Lutheran University
Richard Capp, Director
Theodore O. H. Karl
Jim Collins
Julie Harris
Kathy McAnally
Marvin Smith
Karen Wendt

Zeta — Western Washington State College
Larry Richardson, Director
Randy Ebberson
Donald Fernandes
Terry Kehrl
Richard Spillman

Theta — Whitman College
David Arlington, Director
Scott Sherman
Linda Smith

Kappa — Eastern Washington State College
Larry Kraft, Director
Jeff Hendler
Colleen Kimm
Dave Orcutt
Rodney Peor
Joanne Wittrock

WEST VIRGINIA

Gamma — Morris Harvey College
Roselyn Freedman, Director
Richard Eisenberg
Roland McGill

WISCONSIN

Alpha — Ripon College
Lemoyne Baquet

Gamma — Wisconsin State University - Oshkosh
Paul Mattox, Director
Pam Pike
John Riemenschneider

Delta — Wisconsin State University - River Falls
Jerald Carstens, Director
Bruce Brovold
Karen Handorf

Epsilon — Wisconsin State University - Whitewater
Robert DeMuth, Director
Edna Sorber
Peter Hamilton
Stuart Olds
Camille Passler
Ken Sajdak
Dick Schuster
Betty Turner

Zeta — Wisconsin State University - Eau Claire
Grace Walsh, Director
Donald Grigsby
Patricia Boland
Don Burke
Darrell Fliflet
Joanne Gehring
Kurt Hedlund
Debbie Kolb
Joanne Pilgrim
Penny Rushman
Jim Toennies
Francine Waldhart
John Walsh
Carolyn Welch

Iota — Wisconsin State University - Superior
Stan C. Johnson, Director
Tim Conley
Steve Huita

Kappa — Stout State University
Howard Heise, Director
Pam Brie
Dave Kluge
Mike Stanislawski
Kathy Vogel

Mu — Wisconsin State University - Stevens Point
Marilyn Reisher, Director
Mark Dittman
Sue Kline
Jeanne Marquardt

GUESTS

Chris Alien
Kenneth T. Bosley
Ken W. Bosley
Kerry Bosley
C. Brand
Glenn Capp
Mrs. Glenn Capp
Sherod Collins
Mrs. W. N. Corbin
Mrs. Robert Cowles
Mrs. Jan Crawford
Harvey Cromwell
Mrs. Harvey Cromwell
Mrs. Carl Dixon
Mrs. Neil Eskelin
Mrs. R. B. Gartrell
Mrs. Howard Heise
Bruno Jacob
Mark Johnson
Mrs. Theodore Karl
S. Kirkland
Henry Lawrence
Mrs. Les Lawrence
Mrs. John Mendola
Mrs. Roy Murphy
Mrs. D. J. Nabors
Mrs. Theodore Nelson
Mrs. Patricia Newton
William V. O'Connell
Mrs. William V. O'Connell
Mrs. Fred Phelps
Mrs. H. Francis Short
Lyman Smith
Mrs. William Stacy
Brenda Taylor
Wayne Thompson
Robert Tice
Mrs. Hollis Todd
Sylvester R. Toussaint
Mrs. Sylvester R. Toussaint
Lee Tucker
W. H. Veatch
Mrs. W. H. Veatch
Ralph Tarborough
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Convention Highlights -

Photographer's view — group scene outside the beautiful university center.

Pomp, circumstance and responsibility — Francis Short passes the gavel to new National President Fred Goodwin. Looking on are Wayne Thompson, host school University of Houston (left), and Roy Mahaffey, chairman of judging (back to camera).
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Guest and Convention Speaker — Ralph Yarborough, former U.S. Senator, Texas.

And the winners are — Dr. Edna Sarber, Tournament Chairman, announcing results.
If you look closely... you will find behind each beard a Past President of Pi Kappa Delta in attendance at the Convention. Let's see, there is Harvey Cromwell, Larry Norton, Theodore Nelson, Theodore Karl, Roy Mahaffey, W. V. O'Connell, Francis Short, Glenn Capp, Raymond Yeager, Homer Veatch, Sherod Collins, Georgia Bowman, Sylvester Toussaint, and Roy Murphy. The living Past Presidents unable to attend this convention are: George Pfloam, Dora Hopkins, Martin Holcomb, Edward Betz, and John Randolph.
They finally got to Houston — after two buses broke down. Joining some of the relieved arrivals is National President Francis Short. Left to right: David Diroll, Jim Marzano, Regina Reto, John Ostrowski (all of Youngstown Univ.), Marsha Rice, Otterbein College, President Short, and Michael Boyle, Youngstown Univ.
CHAPTER NOTES (Slightly Edited)

"It shall be the duty of each chapter to inform the editor of The Forensic of any local news likely to be of interest to other chapters." So, do appoint a Pi Kap Reporter in your chapter to send in those choice news items and photos.

CENTRAL MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE

Reporter: Mike Lynch

Pi Kappa Deltans sponsored the CMS Forum this year which provides students and faculty an arena for the discussion of campus and national issues. In February the forensic squad served as host for the Muleskinner Challenge Tournament which features a debate format reportedly offered by only one other tournament in the nation. At the national convention and tournament we achieved excellent ratings in oratory and extemporaneous speaking, a superior in debate, and a superior in sweepstakes. On two successive weekends in March we were the host of the 37th annual Missouri Association of College Speech Directors’ Tournament and the Missouri National Forensic League state tournament. Both of these events will return to our campus next year. Our president, Mike Manners, has been selected to serve as the student representative on the tournament committee for the 1972 Tri-Province Pi Kap Tournament at the Lodge of the Four Seasons on beautiful Lake of the Ozarks.

SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGE

Reporter: Diana Fridley

Our forensics squad which traveled to Houston compiled a record that any school can be proud of. The SMSC crew won one “superior” award and one “excellent” award in two-man debate, two “excellent” awards in individual events and received an “excellent” award for over-all outstanding participation in sweepstakes competition. The squad missed a “superior” rating in sweepstakes competition by two points.

Coach Ridley said, “The dedication and hard work by our squad throughout the year has been tremendous,” he continued.

“At the beginning of the year, we decided to set our sights on the national tournament. I would now have to say it paid off.

“The size and caliber of the national tournament was unlike any we have been in contact with. It was our biggest challenge, and it proved we can compete with schools which have larger squads, bigger budgets and scholarships for select students.”

Ridley ended by saying, “Our squad developed much faster than I expected, winning consistently in competition with the nation’s top debate schools. I think the caliber of students at SMSC is outstanding, and we are looking forward to a better year of competition in 1972.”

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY, CALIFORNIA WESTERN CAMPUS, SAN DIEGO

Reporter: James McKinney

Cal Western speakers won a total of 16 awards at the 1971 Pacific Southwest Collegiate Forensic Association Individual Events Championships March 19-20 at San Diego State College.

“This tournament was our best performance of the year,” said Professor James McKinney, Director of Forensics. “We took eight persons to this tournament; only three schools won more awards than we did among the thirty-five competing, and Helen Wilson was the only entrant in the entire tournament to win First Place in two events.”

The Individual Events Championship also marked the fourth straight tournament where Marti Trueblood has made the finals of Extemporaneous Speaking and been the only woman in the event to make finals. The speech-debate squad at Cal Western won a total of 39 awards this year.
WEST CHESTER STATE COLLEGE,
PENNSYLVANIA

Reporter: A. G. Kershner

It was “do-it-yourself night” for certain members of the Pennsylvania Iota chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, located at West Chester State College. At the annual dinner and initiation meeting of the group, held on March 9, 1971, in newly-furnished quarters for forensics organizations, members provided not only their own entertainment for the occasion but also the meal itself. The talented and versatile group manifested its relatively feminine orientation in its decision to prepare the banquet-meal without reliance on outside catering services and to present its own version of a Covered-Dish Social. The entertainment for the evening was furnished by one of the newly initiated members, Cresta Rylander of Philadelphia, who for the second year in a row delivered an After Dinner Address for which she had previously won first place honors in a recent tournament. The whole affair was declared by all to be an interesting innovation and overall success.

President Dorian Strayer of West Chester, Vice President Paul Maloch of Springfield, and Secretary-Treasurer Helene McElroy of Upper Darby conducted the initiation ritual. Besides Miss Rylander, the following were inducted into Pennsylvania Iota:

Kathleen M. Luckie of Levittown
Susan M. Miller of York
Sherrie Roberson of Broomall
Jill Webster of West Chester
and Diane Welsh of Penn Wynne

The Misses Miller, Roberson, and Rylander became the first students at West Chester State College to enter Pi Kappa Delta in the Order of Competitive Individual Speaking; all others this year and in the previous two years have come in as members of the Order of Debate.

In the business meeting which followed the induction ceremony, the following were elected officers for the 1971-1972 academic year:

President — Rosemary Rooney of Upper Darby
Vice President — Paul Maloch
Recording Secretary-Treasurer — Jill Webster
Corresponding Secretary-Historian — Sherrie Roberson

Among the guests attending the Covered-Dish Initiation Ceremony were the faculty sponsors of Pi Kappa Delta at West Chester State College: Mrs. Carolyn Keefe, Mr. Myles Martel, Rev. Mr. Lauren Meiswinkel, and Dr. A. G. Kershner.

They coached students to Superior Sweepstakes.
New Members of Pi Kappa Delta

KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
44510 Gregory Edward Kuplen
44511 Craig Reed Lewis
44512 Paul Christian Nelson
44513 Carolan Marie Smith
44514 William Alan Spillers
44515 Kelly Dean Wilson

GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
44516 Rudolph Valentino Barelo
44517 Wayne Gibbs
44518 Timothy Lawrence Thomlinson
44519 Leonard Alan Williams

FRESNO STATE COLLEGE
44520 William E. Clark
44521 Brian Robert Gupton
44522 Kristi J. Morken
44523 Donald Morley
44524 Bob Vartabedian
44525 Michael A. Weatherson

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
44526 Kathi Aadland
44527 Carmen Hegge
44528 Marcella Hurley
44529 Kevin Karlson
44530 Roger Lerdal
44531 Warren Montague
44532 Mori Jo Pederson
44533 William Royster
44534 Marji Wiesz

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
44535 Tom Burt
44536 Charmain Hooban
44537 Ron Iex
44538 Earl Pond
44539 Candy Stanford
44540 Dennis Tanner
44541 Mike Vignaturo
44542 Steve Wetzel
44543 Keith Coombs

CARTHAGE COLLEGE
44544 Susan M. Fischer
44545 Kathleen Ann Reichel

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
44546 Bernice Ann Robbins

PANHANDLE STATE COLLEGE
44547 Glenda F. Sullivan
44548 Jerry Jo Tilson

EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
44549 Walter Berhalter
44550 Peggy E. Gardiner
44551 Donald Hodgson
44552 Colleen L. Kimm
44553 Robert Parisien

HEIDELBERG COLLEGE
44554 Edith C. Churchman
44555 Roger Dale Smitter

MONMOUTH COLLEGE – N.J.
44556 Robert Michael Baldaire
44557 Frank Cafone
44558 Diane Cammarano
44559 Maria C. D’Amico
44560 Gail Endrodi
44561 Diane Holtzer
44562 Christine Ann Munda

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
44563 Emmett J. O’Neal, Jr.

PASADENA COLLEGE
44564 Judith L. Williams

DRURY COLLEGE
44565 John W. Gregory
44566 Edward C. Hill

BETHHEL COLLEGE – Minn.
44567 Kenneth C. Fisher
44568 E. Jean Johnson
44569 Claire Kolmodin
44570 James L. Mason
44571 Hugh W. McLeod III
44572 Allie Jo Moore
44573 Dan Nelson
44574 Julie Ann Palen
44575 David G. Peterson

CENTRAL MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE
44576 William J. Jordan

MILLSAPS COLLEGE
44577 Joel W. Howell, III

SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE
44578 Nicholette F. Vetter

ROCKHURST COLLEGE
44579 Michael A. Bowen
44580 Frederick A. Duchardt
44581 Deborah Jean Keating
44582 Michael R. McAdam
44583 Michael J. Svollic
44584 Clyde A. Zimmerman

LAMAR STATE COLLEGE
44585 Mark Alexander
44586 Jennifer Andrews
44587 Jean Ann Orr
44588 Arthur Williams
44589 Robert Charles Wood

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE
44590 Terry Anderson
44591 Dennis P. Sutterer
44592 Ronald W. Conley
44593 Anne Talbot

DRURY COLLEGE
44594 Sharon Kay Maddox

TUFTS UNIVERSITY
44595 John Brennan
44596 Barbara Crane
44597 Robert Ratner
44598 Barry Scheur
44599 Ted Susi

DOANE COLLEGE
44600 Carolyn Kolmain
44601 Dick Weaver

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE
44602 Susan K. Harmon
44603 Marianne J. Hossa
44604 Linda S. Quantock

GREENVILLE COLLEGE
44605 Matt Jones
44606 Philip Lueck
44607 Janet Pratt

ST. OLAF COLLEGE
44608 Vik Arnold
44609 Patricia Halvorson
44610 David Iverson
44611 Martha Jean Levardsen

CLARION STATE COLLEGE
44612 Gene Gunderson

NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGR.
44613 Clarence S. Johnson
44614 William Katcher
44615 Spidola Krumins
44616 Raymond Lehmann
44617 Jeffrey Miller
44618 Raymond Ward

TENNESSEE TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
44619 William Jackson Brown
44620 Stephen A. Klaske
44621 Robert Keith Luna

DAVID LIPSCOMB COLLEGE
44622 M. Dewey Bain

TEXAS A & I UNIVERSITY
44623 Janet Kay Aldrich
44624 Lawrence Lewis Aldridge
44625 Linda Frances Ford
44626 Carrie Denise Hosey
44627 Nancy Glenn James
44628 Mary Margaret Self
44629 T. Flint Sparks
44630 Daniel N. Stewart

SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGE
44631 Nanette Barnhart
44632 Wayne Bushch
44633 Terrie Groth
44634 Ruth Jeremiasen
44635 Gail Larson
44636 Doug Waldoch
44637 Jacqueline Walters

TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
44638 Mike Brinkley
44639 Don Brownlee
44640 Martha McKee
44641 Susan Ward
44642 Wanda Ann Wilson
44643 Debbie Zerjav
MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE
44782 Mark Richard Robertson
44783 Robert S. Littlefield

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA — OMAHA
44784 Charlotte Hoch
44785 Joan Leahy

SOUTHERN STATE COLLEGE
44786 Sheila Pederson
44787 Tim R. Placek

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY STATE COLLEGE
44788 Jerry Rishe

WHITWORTH COLLEGE
44790 Pat Borjes
44790 Randall B. Nakamoto
44791 Gary Spencer

STOUT STATE UNIVERSITY
44792 Mark Burwell
44793 Gregory Fash
44794 Sue Johns
44795 David Edward Kluge
44796 Michael Paul
44797 Nancy Wallace
44798 Susan Wallace

WESTERN STATE COLLEGE
44799 Donna Rozell Burchett
44800 Stephen Scott Haver
44801 John H. Wilson

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE — HAYWARD
44802 Katherine Paula Griffin
44803 Gill Schulte

HOWARD PAYNE COLLEGE
44804 Debbie Hargis

TOWSON STATE COLLEGE
44805 Andrew F. Eble

COLLEGE OF EMOPRIA
44806 Doreen Chanci

COLLEGE OF GREAT FALLS
44807 Teresa Cameron
44808 Allan Hauer
44809 Frank A. Malensek, Jr.

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE — ILL.
44810 James Carl Brenneke
44811 David John Downing

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE — PA.
44812 David Marek
44813 William Street

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
44814 Patricia R. Warren

OKLAHOMA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
44815 Karen Claunch

44816 Nancy Cook
44817 Jauna Lou Head
44818 Shirley Herndon

HOPE COLLEGE
44819 Paul Bach
44820 Chad Busk
44821 Mike Cooper
44822 Charles W. Gossett
44823 Dave Helmus
44824 Joan Lautenschleger

BRADLEY UNIVERSITY
44825 Bnjeton Deitchman
44826 Timothy Ray Engen
44827 Janis Fragman

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA — OMAHA
44828 Susan Greenwald
44829 Ann-Marie Kopinski
44830 Mark F. Tobin

SIMPSON COLLEGE
44831 Richard McClintic

NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE
44832 Dan Brosz
44833 Ilonna Clark
44834 Jean Doehr
44835 Steve Eggen
44836 Virgil Ellwood
44837 Rogene Fisher
44838 Richard H. Fuller
44839 Madeleine Istratescu
44840 Deborah Kay Jefries
44841 Judith Kroll
44842 James Robert Miller
44843 Joanne Overbust
44844 Robert Alan Peterson
44845 Candace Rix

OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY
44846 Peggy Traylor

OTTERBEIN COLLEGE
44847 Tom Dunlapace
44848 Debbie Harsh
44849 Jacqueline Poe
44850 Jean Bahrig
44851 Marsha Elaine Rice

EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
44852 Frances Elaine Clanton
44853 James D. Ford

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE
44854 Kurt Marin
44855 Robert L. McKinney, Jr.
44856 Gregory Tracy

HURON COLLEGE
44857 Sonja Bartel
44858 Janet Gaggin
44859 Paul Harens
44860 Sandra Powe
44861 Bruce Preston
44862 Rogene Thaden
44863 Mildred Wollman

TEXAS A & I UNIVERSITY
44864 Lawrence Ray Smith

CARROLL COLLEGE — MONTANA
44865 Patricia Chvalat
44866 Peggy Mangan
44867 Peggy O'Malley
44868 Edmnd F. Sheehy, Jr.
44869 Michael G. Shields

BETHANY NAZARENE COLLEGE
44870 Jimmy Lee Burks
44871 Wayne Quentin Davis
44872 Steven Carl Ray
44873 Jerry Burch
44874 Ross Horwitz
44875 Roy Woolfstead

HOPE COLLEGE
44876 Karl Esmark
44877 Vicki TenHaken

STEPHEN F. AUSTIN COLLEGE
44878 Linda Sue Bell
44879 Edward Dovel
44880 Shannon Deen McKinney
44881 Kaye Owens
44882 Donna S. Stephens

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
44883 Alan Deines

EVANGEL COLLEGE
44884 Meta Matschulat

TUFTS UNIVERSITY
44885 Barbara G. Dixon
44886 Richard Popper
44887 Jerry Weiner

SOUTHERN OREGON COLLEGE
44888 Loy Dale
44889 Steve Flannery
44890 Philip John Hollen
44891 Clayton C. Klein, Jr.

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
44892 Robert Stephen Kaze
44893 David Walter Larimer
44894 Thomas J. Sheehy
44895 Leon Erwin Spaeath

WILLIAM JEWELL COLLEGE
44896 T. Howard Boothe
44897 Margaret Ellen Kinred

WISCONSIN STATE — RIVER FALLS
44898 Bruce J. Brovold

EUREKA COLLEGE
44899 Ron Fubr
44900 Kathy Russell

PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
44901 Julie Nan Harris
44902 Kathleen G. McAnally
44903 Marvin Smith

NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
44904 John R. Vail
YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSITY
44905 Michael J. Boyle
44906 David J. Diroll
44907 James G. Marzano
44908 John Ostrowski
44909 Regina M. Reto
44910 Rochelle D. Solomon

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA
44911 Herb Whitaker
44912 Joseph Lomax Jordan, Jr.
44913 Robert Wallace
44914 Floyd Collins

BUENA VISTA COLLEGE
44915 Debra Gayle Ball
44916 Alice Sorenson

GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
44917 Tommy Ray Smith

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
44918 Gary Overgaard

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE — ILL.
44919 John F. Heden

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY STATE COLLEGE
44920 Dennis Alan Conrad

WEST CHESTER STATE COLLEGE
44921 Cresta F. Rylander

MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE
44922 Louis Howard Magee II

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS — EL PASO
44923 Harold Hunt
44924 David Miller
44925 Patricia Owen
44926 Rod Steimburg
44927 Chester Taylor

UPPER IOWA COLLEGE
44928 Stephen Jones
44929 Steven Sales

ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLEGE
44930 Belva Bollard
44931 Dennis Williams

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE — HAYWARD
44932 Dale Vicars
44933 Robert O. Vicars, Jr.

WHITMAN COLLEGE
44934 Scott Sherman
44935 Linda D. Smith

WHEATON COLLEGE
44936 James George Dixon, III

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
44937 Mary Calbreath

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
44938 Sandra Kolar
44939 Kathy Wilken
44940 William Wood

EVANGEL COLLEGE
44941 Wanda Sue Roderman

TOWSON STATE COLLEGE
44942 Robert Allen Ellis

EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
44943 Miles Clif Dillon

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
44944 John Berkel

WHITMAN COLLEGE
44945 Douglas Taylor

OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
44946 Albert Finley
44947 Vicki Klingmeyer
44948 Fred Palmer
44949 Terry Springle

PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
44950 Richard Jungkuntz
44951 Robert Revis

YANGTON COLLEGE
44952 Dave Bell
44953 Vanessa Eslinger
44954 Doug Houle
44955 Joel Jacobs
44956 Steve Jones
44957 Frank Kopyc
44958 Nancy Osgood

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA
44959 Christine Capuder

WISCONSIN STATE — SUPERIOR
44960 James Bratina
44961 Timothy Conley
44962 Steven Hulta
44963 Diana Rajanen
44964 Catherine Schmidt
44965 Terri Springer
44966 Deborah Tessmer

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS COLLEGE
44967 Roland Amundson
44968 Judith A. Anderson
44969 Kim Clayton Brown
44970 Rodney A. Honkanen
44971 Gary L. Mundahl
44972 Larry L. Mundahl

NORTHEASTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
44973 Donald Convillon
44974 Sally Louise Graham
44975 Margaret L. Haase
44976 Preston E. Payne
44977 George Embry Sewell

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA — DULUTH
44978 Nancy A. Francisco
44979 Greg Johnson
44980 Merrie Ann Kirkes
44981 Steven Overom
44982 Anne Spehar

MANSFIELD STATE COLLEGE
44983 Kathryn Craig
44984 Dale Dunbarre
44985 Richard Kropp
44986 Robert Laird

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
44987 William C. Odean

WISCONSIN STATE — RIVER FALLS
44988 Susan Lea Gilow
44989 Craig John Marshall
44990 Carol Ann Olson
44991 Sally Kathryn Repo

CARROLL COLLEGE — WIS.
44992 Terrance Burton
44993 Thomas Bayard Frederick
44994 George C. Leef
44995 Walter W. Wonski

OTTAWA UNIVERSITY
44996 John Robert Hooge
44997 James Stephen Kneecce
44998 Thomas M. Reignier
44999 Quincalee Brown Striegel

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI — K.C.
45000 Joe Clyde Pack
45001 Norah Sheridan
45002 Leslie N. Weaver

MALONE COLLEGE
45003 David J. Blossom
45004 David W. Green
45005 Dean A. Young

CARSON—NEWMAN COLLEGE
45006 Jonathan M. Quillen
45007 Robert M. Randolph
45008 Sharron Roberts

CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
45009 Ronnalde Jeffrey
45010 Robert Reichenberg, Jr.
45011 Michael Patrick Steddillie

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
45012 Mary S. Dahl
45013 Mary E. Green
45014 Paul Van Giffen

CULVER—STOCKTON COLLEGE
45015 Randall L. Schwalke

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
45016 Leland Paul McKeeman
45017 Richard M. Eldridge
45018 David Pierce
Letters to the Editor

Dear Dr. Rau,

The following is a statement about our Chapter installation at Newark College of Engineering. In the near future I hope to prepare a short article on the desirability of an expanded program in forensics at an engineering college and how I believe membership in Pi Kappa Delta will provide needed stimulus. Any suggestions that you or your successor might have would be appreciated. Also, any editing that you wish to do to the following would be helpful.

On January 22, 1971, New Jersey Beta Chapter No. 355 located at Newark College of Engineering was installed by Seth Hawkins, So. Conn. State College. Installed as charter members at this time were:

Clarence S. Johnson, Sponsor, William Katcher, Spidola Krumins, Raymond Lehmman, and Jeffrey Miller. For its charter members it represents the culmination of years of effort in encouraging forensic activities at the college. It also presents a promise and a challenge to increase its forensic program in accordance with the meaning and spirit of the installation ritual. It firmly believes that engineering students should have every opportunity to increase their forensic abilities. Finally, it wishes to thank the National Council and the Local Chapters for granting it a charter and will do its best to live up to the standards of Pi Kappa Delta.

Sincerely yours,

(Dr.) Clarence S. Johnson
Associate Professor, Humanities,
Newark College of Engineering
Newark, New Jersey
With the publication of the May issue of The FORENSIC the work of the present editor and his staff comes to an end. The dominant emotions are regret and relief, in that order. Georgia Bowman now becomes the eleventh editor in the long history of PKD. The new editor can count on my full support, my full understanding, and my full sympathy.

The editorship of The FORENSIC calls for a four-year term. This term is apparently the longest required of any editorship in general speech today. Yet the current editor reaffirms the soundness of this arrangement. The national organization provides for regional or provincial gatherings of its chapters in the even numbered years and national conventions in the odd numbered years. So the editor of The FORENSIC serves during two such cycles, for a total of four years. He struggles to master the work of the first cycle, producing four issues the first year of the provincials, followed by four issues and a convention booklet. Then, with more assurance and skill he repeats the process during the second half of his term of office. The tedium and monotony of carrying through the third and fourth years is easily counterbalanced by the greater ease and familiarity with the routine.

I want to salute and publicly thank members of the out-going editorial staff — Frank Alusow, John Burt, Martha Haun, Robert Tice, and especially Larry Norton, our business manager. Operating skillfully and creatively for the editor and his staff were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pendell, James Rebant, and others from Ford Press Inc. of Midland, Michigan. I am reluctant to bring the four-year printer-editor relationship to a close.

I also want to thank National Presidents Ted Carl and Francis Short and their able Councils for guidance and support as 16 issues of The FORENSIC, two convention booklets, a national constitution, and many issues of the KEY went to press since 1967. In closing, support your new editor by sending her chapter news and alumni news; submit your articles — writers — directly to the new editor. Finally, make sure that each student member personally receives his copy of each issue as it comes out.